
 JETKEG DISPENSING KIT
    Packing List:

1 D55A Regulator Flare Outlet
2 D48 74 Gram C02 Cartridges
One 16 Gram Cartridge Adapter 
3 Z93 8mm to Flare Adapters
3½’ 8mm Gas Tubing
1 B11 Gas Ball Lock Fitting
1 B12 Beer Ball Lock Fitting 

Choose Your C02 Cartridge
This unit comes with a 74 gram threaded (5/8-18 threads) C02 adapter 
installed in the regulator, and a 16 gram threaded  (3/8 - 24 threads) 
C02 adapter.  If you ever want to convert from 74 gram threaded to 16 
gram threaded, use a 7/8” wrench (not included) and remove the bot-
tom adapter, and screw in the smaller adapter firmly. 16 gram threaded 
cartridges are not included, but they are 
widely available.

Instructions
1. First, screw the three 8mm to Female 
Flare fittings onto both Ball Lock Fittings 
(both grey and black) as well as onto the 

regulator outlet. Tighten ¼ turn with a 

wrench to seal. Push in the included 8mm 
gas tubing into the completed gas (grey) 
ball lock assembly, and push the other end of the tubing into the regulator 
assembly.  Now take the black beer ball lock and push in the EvaBarrier 
beer tubing included with the JetKeg for the Beer Gun. Assemble the 

beer gun tubing in a similar manner. 
2. Put a cold 5 or 2½ gallon ball lock keg in the JetKeg, 

and attach both ball lock fittings. Make sure the 
regulator dispensing knob if fully counterclock-
wise (in the off position).  Now screw in the 

C02 cartridge you are using quickly to avoid 
wasting C02 when the cartridge is first pierced. 

3. Adjust your dispensing pressure with the dial 
on top of the knob (usually 4 - 8 PSI), and you are ready to serve beer 
on the go.

WARNING - Never unscrew a C02 cartridge until you are certain it is 
empty. Keep away from children.
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WARNING -READ BEFORE USING
1. For C02 Use Only - Not for use with 
higher pressure argon or nitrogen gas.

2. Avoid excessive heat - Operate at 
temperatures of 100° F. or lower. 


